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Corrigendum 
Volume 10, Number 2 (1978), in the article “An Almost-Prime Sieve” by 
D. Hensley, pp. 250-262: 
S. Graham (“A Weighted Almost-Prime Sieve,” to appear) has pointed 
out that on p. 259, p E g/6 may not be replaced by p E 9, pJ’6. The proof 
must therefore be modified. 
The correct expression for ys when $3 = {d < z: p’(d) = 1 } is 
where R,., = C (p - l)-’ with {p: z/6 <p < z, pkd} the summation set. 
Thus when the expression given for H(li) = &EY 4(6)yi is squared out, 
three terms involving R,,, occur. 
The term Q-’ Cs6z @(6)/4(S))Rf,, is seen to be O(l/logz) since 
Q - log z, in view of well-known estimates for C (p - l)- ’ and 
D~f;;~$); ;” is t erm thus may be absorbed in the error term O(l/log z) 
. . 
The two cross terms together equal 
(2’Q’) &g g(s) !B (T- LJR,.,. 
Reversing the order of summation (A,,a is a sum) this equals 
V/Q’) c (P- l)-’ c ol’wcwT- LA. 
PC2 b:Pv8.rlP<S<z 
The inner sum is O(log p) as the main terms due to T and L, cancel. Now 
wog2 z> c ww PY(P - 1) = wllog z) 
PO 
again. The erroneous and correct H(I1) differ by O(l/log z), within the error 
term of Theorem 5.1. 
The proof of the lemma on p. 254 has a combinatorial error and the 
lemma is best proved by a simple induction. 
S. Graham gives improvements on Theorem 5.1 using a weighted sieve. 
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